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ABSTRACT

The transition to low-carbon fuel in the United States has spatial, temporal and
economic aspects. Much of the economic literature on this topic has focused on
aspects of the cost effectiveness of competing fuels. We expand this literature by
simultaneously considering spatial, temporal and economic aspects in an optimization framework that integrates geographic information system (GIS) tools,
network analysis, technology choice pathways and a vehicle demand choice
model. We focus on natural gas fuel as a low-carbon alternative to oil-based diesel
fuel in the heavy-duty sector primarily because of the recent cost benefits relative
to diesel fuel and the high vehicle turnover rate in heavy-duty trucks. We find
that the level of profitability of natural gas fueling infrastructure depends more
on volume of traffic flows rather than proximity to natural gas supply.
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infrastructure
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent emergence of natural gas as an abundant, inexpensive fuel in the United States
could prompt a momentous shift in the level of natural gas utilized in the transportation sector. The
cost advantage of natural gas vis-à-vis diesel fuel is particularly appealing for vehicles with a high
intensity of travel and thus fuel use, such as long distance trucking. Natural gas is already a popular
fuel for short-haul, urban municipal, and fleet vehicles such as garbage trucks,1 transit buses, and
taxis. The so-called “shale revolution” has unleashed a giant surge in U.S. natural gas production
that is making natural gas a competitively priced fuel in many different applications (Medlock,
2012).

1. Only one automobile manufacturer, Honda Motor Co., had been offering a natural gas passenger vehicle for sale in
the United States, but the car has since been taken off the market.
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Long distance freight could be the next logical place for natural gas to expand penetration.
The long distance freight market would be a beneficial place for policy makers to target alternative
fuels use because the high turnover rate for heavy-duty trucks (roughly 200,000 to 240,000 new
heavy-duty vehicles come on the road each year) means that steady demand for new trucks could
be a facilitating factor. Port cities that are serviced by these fleets face air quality problems that
could be ameliorated by cleaner fuel, adding to the advantages. Between 2014 and 2025 roughly
2.7 million new trucks will be purchased—or 76% of the total fleet in 2025, creating a ready market
for natural gas vehicles. At present only 14% of fleets operate any vehicles on alternative fuels
(National Petroleum Council, 2012; Straight, 2014).
To gain significant market share, natural gas fueling infrastructure would have to compete
against a mature, robust distribution network for diesel fuel. There are 59,739 diesel fueling stations
and 121,446 gasoline stations across the United States and 2,542 truck stops where fuel is readily
and conveniently available. By contrast, there are just 800 CNG fueling sites, and just under half
are available to the public (Alternative Fuels Data Center, 2017a). There are currently 59 open-tothe-public LNG fueling stations and 42 private LNG fueling stations along routes from Los Angeles
to Las Vegas, around Houston and around Chicago. The stations currently serve a fleet of 3,600
LNG trucks (Alternative Fuels Data Center, 2017b). Zeuss Intelligence reports that there are 34
LNG supply plants with trailer loadout capable of producing about 3 million gallons of LNG a
day.2
We choose natural gas as a proxy for alternative fuels3 to highlight factors other than
relative fuel cost because natural gas requires new fueling infrastructure and vehicle stocks like
many alternative fuels but is less expensive than diesel fuel, and engine and fuel dispensing technologies are already proven. This simplifies the number of factors that are salient and allows researchers to consider more directly many other variables influencing the adoption rate of alternative
fuels other than fuel cost or technological risk.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility that natural gas could be utilized to provide
fuel cost savings and geographic supply diversity for the heavy-duty trucking sector and whether
it can enable a transition to lower carbon transport fuels. To answer the question about the optimal
locations for natural gas fueling, we use a modeling framework that utilizes spatial mapping of
existing major interstate highways, trucking routes, key fueling routes for fleets and heavy-duty
trucks, and fueling infrastructure for CNG for fleet operation and LNG for long-haul trucks to make
infrastructure planning decisions. Spatial network theory and network analysis are used to calculate
the most profitable trucking corridors to establish LNG infrastructure (Lee et al., 2015). We consider
whether the wide availability of surplus localized natural gas supplies is a major feature that promotes adoption of a natural gas-fueled trucking network. A number of states are offering incentives
to support the expansion of natural gas as a transportation fuel, including Pennsylvania, home to
the rich Marcellus shale gas basin, and Oklahoma, which also has prolific resources. Our investigation posits the question of whether the rate of vehicle flow over a route or its proximity to supplies
creates the most powerful driver to profitability and thereby network expansion.

2. Provided to authors by Zeuss Research consultants.
3. Alternative fuels have been widely covered in the academic literature. Our research builds on this literature but allows
for a more focused approach that simplifies the vast array of features that face those other fuels to highlight structural issues
related to the incumbent industry. On alternative fields we recommend Bandivadekar et al. (2008), Greene et al. (2008),
and Ogden and Nicholas (2011). For an example of work on this topic see Apanel and Johnson (2004), Dominguez-Faus
et al. (2013), Knittel (2012), Morrison et al. (2014), and Ogden et al. (1999).
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We expand existing literature on refueling network research for planning and designing
future hydrogen supply chains to improve knowledge related to transportation applications for
natural gas and thereby aim to elucidate additional knowledge about barriers to alternative fuels
adoption rates (Dagdougui, 2012). We utilize an optimization solution that contributes to existing
modeling science by including network analysis to a modeling solution that simultaneously considers temporal, spatial, technological and economic aspects (Dagdougui, 2012). Our paper extends
work by Parker et al. (2010) and Kuby et al. (2009) and allows for the direct comparison of economic
and cost considerations against the spatial requirements of the entire supply chain and refueling
network. Our optimization solution further contributes to existing modeling science by applying
network analysis to reduce the number of potential candidate locations for new infrastructure from
infinitely many to a finite number of reasonable choices given. We combine and augment these
approaches in our study to take into account spatial data of existing infrastructure as well as the
economic and technological requirements of the supply chain and to evaluate inter-temporally a
buildout solution over a multi-period time horizon. Our methodology allows for the comparison of
supply chain cost considerations against spatial criteria to reveal the most important determinants
of alternative fuel refueling development. This comparison was not possible with the generalized
mathematical optimization method or spatial analysis method used alone. Utilizing network analysis
inside this general modeling framework, our aim is to determine the most profitable transportation
networks and locations for natural gas flows into transportation markets nationwide.
Our model uses the spatial infrastructure data and compares costs for transportation of
natural gas by source, distribution method, and other market development variables through mathematical optimization. In other words, we study where the most cost-effective and profitable locations to build natural gas fueling infrastructure would need to be located in order to minimize
the costs of an overall national system of natural gas fueling along major inter-state highways. A
previous study by Rood Werpy concludes that high costs, limited refueling infrastructure, and
uncertain environmental performance constitute barriers to widespread adoption of natural gas as
a transportation fuel in the United States (Werpy et al., 2010). However, in another substantial
contribution to the literature, Krupnick finds that the move from a long-haul route structure to a
“hub and spoke” structure could facilitate the development of natural gas refueling infrastructure
in the highway system (Krupnick, 2011). Our study is the first to utilize supply chain optimization
techniques with network spatial analysis and link to a simplified natural gas demand model to
explore and analyze natural gas infrastructure for the on-road heavy-duty and freight transportation
sector.
2. METHODOLOGY, MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL AND
POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGY PATHWAYS
For natural gas to be successful in the heavy/medium-duty fleet market, there must be an
integrated network of public access stations and natural gas infrastructure across the country that
can support significant penetration of natural gas vehicles for long distance travel. In this study, we
will focus specifically on liquefied natural gas (LNG). Successful LNG infrastructure implementation seeks to minimize one or more of the four main cost components of the LNG supply chain:
feed-gas cost, liquefaction, transportation, and refueling (TIAX for America’s Natural Gas Alliance,
2010). For the modular LNG pathway, feed-gas cost represents 24% of total cost, transportation
costs compose 7%, and station capital and operating costs compose 69%. For the conventional
pathway, feed-gas cost composes 14% of total cost, liquefaction costs makes up 25%, transportation
22%, and station capital and operating costs make up 39% of total cost. These cost shares are
Copyright 䉷 2017 by the IAEE. All rights reserved.
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consistent across stations, though the conventional pathway costs are slightly more variable. Planning a profitable and sustainable natural gas fueling infrastructure requires careful selection of
station locations and their capacities to allow maximum usage of existing facilities and newly built
stations. Strategic and coordinated investments along heavily used truck corridors, such as the
establishment of co-located natural gas stations and diesel truck stops, will be required to establish
infrastructure networks that make LNG a major player. Therefore, in creating a modeling framework
to study the potential economics of a national American natural gas fueling network, we investigate
the entire LNG supply chain, instead of treating different facilities separately, to achieve the best
system performance while satisfying current demand and evolving to accommodate incremental
future demand.
2.1 Literature Review
It has been widely recognized that the performance of an energy supply system depends
on the setting of the entire supply chain instead of any individual technology or facility (Parker et
al., 2008). By and large, alternative fuel research has focused on hydrogen-based systems, as evidenced by a recent review, and revolves around refueling network research for planning and designing future hydrogen supply chains (Dagdougui, 2012). There are a small number of studies that
combine the strengths of a national energy system optimization approach with a spatially explicit
infrastructure optimization approach. Stachan et al. described an integrated approach linking spatial
GIS modeling of hydrogen infrastructures with an economy-wide energy systems (MARKAL)
model’s supply and demand (Strachan et al., 2009). Parker et al. (2010) used an annualized profit
maximization formulation to study the optimal distribution network for bio-waste to hydrogen.
Kuby et al. applied a flow-capturing location model to optimizing the locations of hydrogen stations
in Florida using real world traffic and demographic data (Kuby et al., 2009). The prevailing focus
of research on product innovation for alternative fuels in heavy-duty trucking has been on natural
gas, though recent work by Fulton and Miller is extending this body of research to consider electrification as well (Fulton and Miller, 2015).
The recent introduction of LNG fuels into the heavy-duty vehicle sector has received
minimal academic attention despite a growing interest for the fuel as an alternative to diesel. It has
been established that the cost of developing LNG infrastructure may be what is hindering the
deployment of heavy-duty natural gas vehicles (HDNGVs) (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2015). In this paper, we propose methodology involving the LNG supply chain to assist in
the exploration of both the barriers and solutions to commercializing LNG for the transportation
sector. A review of current LNG supply chain literature shows that applications are rather limited
and only available for the maritime industry, involving the transshipment of LNG overseas (Kristoffersen and Fleten, 2010; Grønhaug and Christiansen, 2009). This paper attempts to shed light
into a new application for LNG supply chains—LNG as a domestic on-road transportation fuel for
HDNGVs. To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first study that utilizes supply chain
optimization techniques with network spatial analysis and links it to a simplified LNG demand
model to explore and analyze LNG infrastructure for the on-road heavy-duty transportation sector.
At the heart of the supply chain optimization model is the facility location model. The
general facility location problem involves a set of spatially distributed customers and a set of
facilities to serve customer demands (Hamacher, 2002). Such problems can be classified into two
broad categories based on the relationship between demand and facility, those being point-based
demand and flow-based demand. The majority of facility location research has been devoted to
designing models that optimally service point-based demands. Examples include the p-median
Copyright 䉷 2017 by the IAEE. All rights reserved.
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(Hakimi, 2014)(Charles S. Revelle, 1970), location set cover (Constantine Toregas, Ralph Swain,
1970), maximum cover (Church and Revelle, 1972), and the fixed-charge (Balinski, 1965) models.
All four models assume that demand is expressed at point locations where the important distance
is the direct path from point-demand to facility. The less popular flow-based demand approach
(Agnolucci and McDowall, 2013; Balinski, 1965; Kuby and Lim, 2005; Zeng et al., 2010), asserts
that demand behaves more like traffic flows on an origin-destination (O-D) route and that the goal
is to capture as much traffic volume as possible. An example of such model is the flow capturing
location model (FCLM) by Hodgson (Kuby and Lim, 2005). It is easiest to understand these two
different approaches if we introduce the notion that flow-based demand is “refueling on the go” as
opposed to “home to station or work to station refueling,” which is the equivalent concept for pointbased demand, typically applied to light duty vehicles. In other words, flow-based models assume
that vehicles tend to refuel en route to their destination rather than making special purpose trips
from home or work to the gasoline station (Kuby and Lim, 2005). The concept of flow-based
demand closely resembles the behavior of heavy-duty freight trucking operations because truckers
refuel en route to their destination. Therefore, we use flow-based facility location model in this
study.
Another important aspect of supply chain modeling regards consumer demand. As pointed
by Agnolucci (Agnolucci and McDowall, 2013), realistic representation of demand is perhaps the
most critical and arguably the most difficult to model in supply chain optimization models. Since
most supply chain networks are demand-driven (Murthy Konda et al., 2011), it is important to have
an accurate representation of both spatial and temporal demand variations. Most existing studies
focus on point-based demand. For example, Ni et al. (2005) used demographic variables to identify
demand centers on the basis of population density, car ownership, market penetration rate, and fuel
use but mostly population density. The U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) conducted a study to identify favorable hydrogen adoption regions (Lin et al., 2008). Johnson et al.
(2008) performed a regional GIS-based assessment of coal-based hydrogen infrastructure deployment for the state of Ohio where they used census-based population densities to derive hydrogen
demand at clusters. As for flow-based demand assessment, Lin (Lin et al., 2008a; Lin et al., 2008b)
utilized vehicles miles travelled (VMT) to represent consumer demand. Kuby et al. (2009) used a
gravity model to estimate intercity flows based on zone population and a friction function derived
from Michigan’s statewide travel forecasting model. Kelley and Kuby (2013) find that CNG vehicle
owners refuel on the way ten times more often than refueling at home and suggest flow-capturing
models are superior to point-demand models in the natural gas sector. In this study, we use data
from the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS), which provides survey data for vehicle tonnage transported between major freight corridors in the U.S. With CFS, we are able to derive the directional
traffic volumes on each major corridor route and as a result, estimate regional demand by trucking
route.
The temporal dimension of demand has not been well integrated to transportation energy
supply chain models. In a review of general facility location and supply chain management, Melo
et al. (2009) found that 82% of surveyed papers presented a single-period problem to begin with,
leaving temporal variation out of the question. Most national scale energy system optimization
models that incorporate temporal demand variation do not have a spatial structure (Agnolucci and
McDowall, 2013). There are a small number of studies that combine the strengths of a national
energy system optimization approach with a spatially explicit infrastructure optimization approach,
typically via coupling MARKAL energy systems model with a single-stage spatial energy infrastructure model and iteratively passing results between the two models (Strachan et al., 2009)
(Rosenberg et al., 2010).
Copyright 䉷 2017 by the IAEE. All rights reserved.
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2.2 Modeling Framework
To analyze the potential for an expansion of natural gas into the heavy-duty trucking sector
and its widespread use across the country’s major trucking routes, we create a modeling framework
that utilizes spatial mapping of existing major interstate highways, trucking routes, key fueling
routes for fleets and heavy-duty trucks, and fueling infrastructure for LNG for long-haul trucks to
make infrastructure planning decisions. Spatial network theory and network analysis is utilized to
generate all of the spatial information that is needed to calculate the most profitable trucking corridors to establish LNG infrastructure (Lee et al., 2015).
Our spatial optimization model is designed to determine the most profitable transportation
networks and locations for natural gas flows into transportation markets nationally using the spatial
infrastructure data and comparing costs for transportation of natural gas by source, distribution
method, and other market development variables through mathematical optimization.
Our study considers where and when infrastructure should be deployed over a 20-year
time horizon in order to satisfy demand along major trucking routes or corridors. A mixed-integer
linear programming model is developed to optimize the process of building and operating LNG
liquefaction and distribution facilities during the transition to using more LNG in the heavy-duty
vehicle sector. We solve our model at roughly five-year increments from 2012 to 2030.4 We take a
rolling window approach, i.e., at each decision stage, we update the station specific LNG demand
and then solve for the optimal incremental station construction and existing station upgrades taking
the current state of the LNG infrastructure as given during the previous time period.
In the optimization model, when selecting refueling station sites from a candidate pool,
we include the constraint that stations along a route are only constructed if the route taken as a
whole is profitable and therefore if the route can be commercially feasible. The profitability constraint does not require that each station is profitable, but rather if there are unprofitable stations
along a route, the more profitable stations must earn enough to compensate for the stations operating
at a loss. We are considering route-level profitability on the basis that a single developer could
construct all stations along a route. This is not entirely unrealistic since in our optimization model,
a route can consist of as few as three stations. A single developer could construct two profitable
stations at the end points plus one station operating at a loss in the middle, but the unprofitable
station is necessary to allow truck to travel from end to end and therefore complete the route. It is
worth pointing out that in the current market development in the United States of natural gas fueling
for heavy trucking, there are many routes that have been developed by a single developer for a
region (for example, ENN Group Co. Ltd. in Utah) or even national routes in the case of Clean
Energy’s America’s Natural Gas Highway. Since we are not assuming market-power, solving the
objective function from a route-level basis can be seen as the socially optimal configuration. We
acknowledge that while the assumption of single-owner development does limit the models widespread application, the results of this model present a bound on infrastructure deployment.5 Future
use of this model aimed outside the long-haul heavy duty truck market will require significant
modification to allow for the strategic interaction of multiple possible entrants.6 The issue of non-

4. We solve our model for the years 2012, 2015, 2020, 2025, and 2030.
5. For example, for a max-profit infrastructure development problem, a single-owner model (also called “system-optimal” model) will result in a total profit that is higher than what could be achieved in a non-cooperative multi-owner model
(also called “user-optimal”), thus setting an upper bound of the system-wide performance.
6. For instance, modeling of urban delivery and transport markets will require the integration of strategic interaction of
multiple entrants.
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Figure 1: Natural Gas Refueling Pathways

cooperative refueling/charging infrastructure investment is addressed by Guo et al (2016) and can
provide a basis for extension of this model.
In addition, one unique feature that we must address is to explicitly consider vehicle range.
LNG fuel contains roughly 60% of the energy density of diesel fuel. Additional storage tanks can
be added but this is unlikely since that would take cargo space and storage technology is expensive.
This makes LNG trucks range limited when compared with traditional diesel trucks. The feasibility
constraint requires that stations must be no further apart than the maximum range of LNG trucks.
It is this feasibility constraint that sometimes leads to the construction of unprofitable stations in
order to ensure that a route can be traversed by LNG vehicles. However, the profitability constraint
requires that the losses incurred by unprofitable stations are at least offset by profits at more successful stations. This choice is designed to mirror the likely investment decision-making profile of
potential station investors. Investors while cognizant that customers will not switch to LNG unless
a fully-built out fueling infrastructure exists along their entire operational route, will still require to
be assured of an overall return to capital for infrastructure implementation. We assume a rate of
return to capital of 12% in line with common commercial practices.
We consider the economics of two alternative LNG delivery routes shown in Figure 1.
The first delivery route is the conventional LNG pathway. In the conventional pathway, natural gas
is delivered from the supply site to a liquefaction plant via pipeline. After it is liquefied, it is
delivered by truck to a refueling station and put into a storage tank.7 LNG is then dispensed out of
the storage tank at the refueling station. The second delivery route is the modular LNG pathway.
In this pathway, natural gas is delivered from the supply site directly to the refueling station via
pipeline. At the refueling station, natural gas is then converted to LNG onsite in a modular liquefaction plant. The LNG is then dispensed to the customer.
At each candidate refueling station site, we consider the cost of dispensing LNG on a per
gallon basis taking into account station capital cost, operating and management cost, feed-stock
cost, fuel transport cost (feedstock pipeline transport cost plus trucking cost if conventional pathway), pipeline construction cost, and lastly, electricity cost. At each candidate site, we select the
technology and capacity that minimizes the delivered LNG per gallon price. This comprehensive
assessment tool is aimed to simulate the potential volumetric capacity for the natural gas transpor-

7. We assume that trucking costs are $10/mile per truckload with a typical truckload equal to 12,420 LNG gallons.
Therefore, we use $0.00085 per mile per gallon as our estimate cost of delivering LNG by truck.
Copyright 䉷 2017 by the IAEE. All rights reserved.
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tation market in the United States, as well as to choose the optimal location of new and existing
fueling facilities subject to this simulated volumetric capacity.
Production of LNG has strong economies of scale in both capital and operating costs. At
present, companies are studying the trade-offs between configurations that can reduce the capital
expense at the cost of higher operating costs (modular LNG) versus configurations with higher
initial capital expenses but lower operating costs (conventional LNG and trucking). In addition, the
price and availability of natural gas across the United States is not spatially uniform and there may
be some cost advantages to developing LNG fueling infrastructure near existing LNG receiving/
export plants in key coastal markets. The spatial dimension of the system causes tradeoffs between
the capital cost of plants and the transportation cost of LNG, which need to be considered in the
planning process.
The total costs for each technology pathway are compared in the optimization solution. In
the case of conventional LNG, it is assumed that LNG fuel produced at the plant must then be
shipped by truck.8 Commercial economics restricts that network to a 350 square mile radius from
the plant. Modular LNG requires access to a natural gas pipeline supply. The supply chains for
each of the possible LNG technologies are presented in Figure 1.
Our basic supply chain model of the optimal design of LNG infrastructure captures the
decisions of which truck stops to retrofit with LNG availability and whether to create LNG on-site
with modular units or through addition of capacity at a centralized production facility with truck
delivery. The solution considers the optimal location and capacity of centralized production facilities
and refueling stations.
The objective function of the optimization model is to maximize the total system profits
from the point of view as if there was a single owner of all stations operating without market power,
subject to a series of constraints. Our optimization maximizes profits of the total system on a routeby-route basis accounting for all supply chain costs, subject to latent trucking LNG demand and
subject to profitability and feasibility constraints. The revenue stream is estimated based on the
price of diesel at the time of writing. The natural gas costs include the following: fixed station cost
(includes cost of building additional pipeline), variable station cost (based on throughput capacity),
pipe transport cost (service cost per unit flow), fixed liquefaction plant cost, variable plant cost
(based on throughput capacity), liquefaction plant transport cost (service cost to get gas from supply
source to liquefaction plant), and trucking LNG transport cost (service cost to get LNG from
liquefaction plant to LNG truck stop).
The model chooses the optimal locations, technologies, and capacities for LNG stations
from a set of candidate locations based on existing diesel truck stop locations.9 A binary decision
making process will decide whether or not to construct a natural gas fueling option at any given
diesel truck stop location. The model selects the type of LNG station based on the optimal options
for liquefaction plants from a set of candidate locations and related fueling station locations within
its commercially profitable sphere of operation.10 The model implicitly decides the extent to which
natural gas is piped and LNG trucked at any point in the supply chain in order to maximize total

8. LNG must be kept extremely cold, -162⬚ C. Delivery by truck allows for the LNG to be kept cold by storing it in a
specialized, highly-insulated container. Delivery of LNG by pipeline is not feasible due to the limitations of cooling an
insulating an entire length of pipeline.
9. In real world practice, safety and other commercial land-use and zoning constraints will also dictate how close to
existing diesel fueling infrastructure natural gas fueling can be built.
10. In the case of conventional LNG trucking routes, we assume a 350-mile radius from the plant location as a commercial constraint based on industry economics and practice.
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system profits. Distance between stations considers the maximum practical fuel range of heavy duty
vehicles including a small tank reserve for smooth operations of LNG fuel. In addition, the model
solves for the optimal flows between supply sources and refueling stations.
Ideally, we would like to include all existing diesel truck stops and diesel supply infrastructure facilities in the candidate location pool. We also include existing petroleum terminal
locations as candidate locations for liquefactions plants. However, the size of the problem would
be too large to keep a reasonable computational tractability for our model. To form a reduced-size
candidate location pool, we first used a spatial analysis (McHarg, 1995) tool in GIS to select
candidate locations based on real industry input to include facility locations within certain proximity
of a major interstate or pipeline. Then using classical centrality theory of betweenness centrality
metrics (Freeman, 1977) and Urban Network Analysis tool (Sevtsuk and Mekonnen, 2012), we
were able to identify critical nodes and links to be included in the candidate pool for infrastructure
placement. After the first two steps, there were still many existing diesel facilities not included in
the candidate pool. In order to account for those remaining facilities yet keeping a reduced-size
candidate pool, we used k-means clustering algorithms within GIS for those remaining facilities
and included the centroids of the clusters as candidate locations in the pool. Such treatment allows
us to keep a balance between spatial details and computational tractability for our model.
2.3 Natural Gas Trucking Demand Model
To determine the amount of new demand for natural gas fuel that can emerge in any given
year, we develop a trucking demand model to represent the constraints on demand growth through
the natural rate of truck turnover and the economic competitiveness of LNG across the distribution
of truck use. The demand for LNG from trucking is tied to the turnover of trucks in the market and
the competitiveness of LNG as a fuel including both the cost of the truck and the cost of the fuel.
The demand model represents the latent demand that could develop if the fueling infrastructure is
created to serve it.
The trucking demand model first models fleet turnover. We identify the age distribution
of long-haul trucks in operation as of 2012 and based on historical truck survival rates, calculate
the number of trucks that will be scrapped each year into the future. Using as sales/scrap ratio of
1.1 through 2020 and a sales/scrap ratio of 1.2 for 2021 to 2030, the model yields the number of
projected new long-haul trucks through 2030. For new truck sales, we model the choice to opt in
to natural gas technology as whether the fuel price discount of natural gas relative to diesel is
sufficient to payback the incremental cost of a natural gas truck within three years as a function of
the annual mileage. Truck with greater annual mileage will enjoy greater fuel cost savings and will
be more likely to be able to recoup the additional cost of a natural gas truck within three years.
Lastly, as a function of the fuel price discount of natural gas relative to diesel, we report the percent
of total annual truck vehicle miles traveled that are travelled by natural gas trucks (the penetration
rate) each year. A more comprehensive explanation of the truck demand model is reported in
Appendix A.
2.4 Data Sources
We have compiled the necessary data for this project from a variety of sources. The data
on annual average truck traffic for the United States was obtained from the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics and Freight Analysis Framework. We rely on the Federal Highways Network per the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics for data on the location of United States Highways. For the
Copyright 䉷 2017 by the IAEE. All rights reserved.
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location of natural gas pipelines, we rely on the National Natural Gas Pipeline Network from
National Pipeline Mapping System. Data on locations of natural gas trading hubs and natural gas
spot prices were obtained from the Baker Institute World Gas Trade Model (Medlock and Hartley,
2006). The price of diesel by state was obtained from the United States Energy Information Administration. The price of electricity used as an input for liquefaction is from the United States
Energy Information Administration. Our source for LNG refueling station candidate locations is
the actual locations of diesel refueling stations in the United States from a commercial dataset called
“Diesel Truck Stops.”11 Our source for LNG liquefaction plant candidate locations is calculated
from National Natural Gas Pipeline Network as described in section 2.2 and in Appendix B. Our
information on LNG refueling station costs and LNG liquefaction plant costs comes from survey
of industry including General Electric, Cummins, and Westport.
2.5 Station Demand Calculations
Station LNG demand is estimated by trucking route demand. Data from the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics and Freight Analysis Framework has collected commodity flow data from
major trucking and shipment companies in between almost every major U.S. city. Using this commodity flow data, we convert it into the annual average daily truck traffic or in other words the
number of trucks traveling between its origin and its destination. For the model to opt whether to
build a route, the stations on that route must be able to satisfy the fuel requirements of natural gas
trucks travelling along the route. In order to manage computational burden, we used a reduced set
of routes classified as having 90% of all truck traffic demand.
The demand model is linked with the optimization model through a lookup table of updating penetration rates based on a given fuel price difference produced by the optimization model.
A new separate penetration rate is assigned to each station, and the optimization model is again
resolved given this new piece of data.
The metric used to determine potential profitability for a station is simple—it is the price
difference between the retail price of diesel and the model’s calculated price of LNG in equivalent
units or $/mile.12 For example, if the price difference is positive, it means diesel is more expensive,
and vice versa. The larger the price differences the better from the point of view of fuel switching.
The larger the price difference, the more favorable that station will appear to truckers and thus more
demand it will receive.
Every station location is associated with a quantity of truck vehicle miles associated with
that location derived from the national truck traffic data. From this associated vehicle miles traveled,
we compute LNG demand at the station location by considering the natural gas penetration rate
and average efficiency of the vehicles. That is the percentage of vehicle miles travelled that are
attributed to LNG vehicles. In the first stage, we choose the initial penetration rate and apply it to
all stations in the nation.13 In later stages, the penetration rate at each station is updated dynamically
based on feedback from the trucking demand model which determines the proportion of new vehicles that would choose LNG technology based on a 3-year payback rule given the LNG-Diesel
price differential at a given station. If a station has a zero or unfavorable “price differential,” i.e.

11. The data set was donated to UC Davis.
12. Input cost for feed-gas is based on available cost of gas at the closest pipeline hub plus transportation costs.
13. We consider many choices of initial penetration rate to evaluate the sensitivity of the model and ideal conditions
that yield a national roll-out
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profitability, the penetration rate remains the same until the next stage of possible expansion in
demand in five years. It is this dynamic demand feedback that allows the network to evolve and
expand coverage over our time-horizon.
We create a flow-based algorithm similar to the one created by Kuby and Lim (2005) that
will generate all combinations of refueling stations able to refuel a specific origin-destination truck
route that comply with the feasibility constraint. Reducing the set of station combinations to only
those that can allow a range-limited vehicle feasibly traverse a route aids in greatly reducing the
number of calculations required. The details of preprocessing the set of station combinations to
retain only the feasible subset are provided in 2.2 and Appendix B.
2.6 LNG Supply Chain Optimization Model
At each decision stage, we developed an LNG supply chain optimization model that incorporates explicit spatial and temporal variations in supply and demand, competition between
different technology pathways, and economies of scale comparisons in finding the best configuration
for the LNG supply chain. The model locates, sizes, and allocates LNG to refueling stations with
the objective of maximizing the profitability of the industry as a whole. The profit considered is
the sum of the profits for each individual station owner over the entire study region. Costs considered
are those associated with supply procurement, transportation, and fixed and variable technology
costs. Fuel production and selling price determine the industry revenue.
The supply chain optimization model can be categorized as a deterministic, multi-commodity, capacitated facility location problem that is formulated as a mixed integer linear program,
which solves for which truck route, (Wr) to deploy over the course of the study horizon. The model
solves for which particular feasible station combination, (Vh) will be built. Moreover, this station
combination will help determine the LNG liquefaction plants l and at what size s should be built,
(Yls); and which LNG refueling stations j of technology t should be build, (Xjt); and if built, how
much natural gas in LNG gallons should be delivered between supply hub i and refueling station
j, between supply hub i and liquefaction plant l, and between liquefaction plant l and refueling
station j, ( fij, fil, flj).
The objective function is formulated to maximize profit of producing LNG, delivering
LNG, and selling it at each LNG refueling station. The profit is defined as the annual revenue from
the sale of LNG less the annual cost of producing the LNG fuel.
Revenue is represented by the number of LNG gallons sold at the current market price of
LNG sold per gallon, which is derived from the retail diesel price at a specific station location,
(RPj). Each prospective station can only generate profit if it is active which is indicated by the
binary variable, (Xjt). Since truck demand at each station location is given in diesel trucks, we
introduce the parameter , (d), to represent the percentage of trucks that will refuel with LNG fuel.
In order to derive the fuel demand (Djr) from truck demand, we multiply the number of LNG trucks
by (α), which is the parameter for LNG full-tank size.
Facility costs are handled as discrete points (e.g. station sizes) instead of along a continuous
interval. The cost of procuring natural gas from the market hub is identified by parameter, (SPi).
The station fixed cost (SFXjT) at station location j and technology T is actually defined as a variable,
not as a parameter for reason that will be discussed later. Supporting the calculation of, (SFXjT) are
parameters, (SFF, B, SI, LI) representing standard station fixed cost, base station fixed cost, standard
station storage cost, and large station storage cost. Since conventional and modular LNG have
different components, conventional technology has a variable operation and maintenance cost,
(SVOMt) dependent on station volume, while modular LNG technology has a fixed operation and
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maintenance cost, (SFOMt*) . However, both technologies have a variable electricity cost depending
on LNG volume, (SEjT). Modular LNG stations have an additional fixed capital cost in the case,
where a pipeline must be constructed or extended to reach the station, (PCCj) . The cost to transport
natural gas from supply hubs to the modular LNG technology station is represented by (PTij). Since
conventional technology requires LNG to be produced at LNG liquefaction plant, the cost of building the LNG liquefaction plant is represented by (PFls) at plant location l with capacity s. For
conventional technology, natural gas must first be transported by pipeline to the plant with cost,
(PTil) and then it needs to be transported by truck to the station with cost, (TTlj).
The objective function is constrained by a combination of both the physical limitations of
facilities and realistic assumptions about the LNG industry, all represented inside this mathematical
formula. The reason we use a derived LNG price is that natural gas wholesale spot markets have
over the past few years decoupled from oil markets (Hartley et al., 2008). By generating prices
based on costs to deliver, this captures the variation that might take place in markets over time and
across space.
Objective:
Max Pro fit =

∑(RPj ⋅ fij) + ∑(RPj ⋅ flj) – Cost
ij

(1)

lj

where
Cost = supply cost + station fixed capital cost
+ variable station cost (operation & maintenance & electricity)
+ pipeline transport cost from supply to station
+ LNG liquefaction plant capital cost (includes fixed operation and maintenance)
+ variable LNG liquefaction plant cost (electricity)
+ pipeline transport cost from supply to LNG plant
+ truck transport cost from LNG liquefaction plant to station

∑(SPi ⋅ (∑ fij + ∑ fil)) + ∑SFXjt + ∑((SVOMt + SEjt) ⋅ flj) + ∑(SEjt* ⋅ fij)
i

j

l

jt

lj

(2)

ij

+ ∑(PTij ⋅ fij) + ∑(Yls ⋅ PFls) + ∑(PEl ⋅ fil) + ∑(PTil ⋅ fil) + ∑(TTlj ⋅ flj)
ij

ls

il

il

lj

The maximization of the objective function is subject to numerous constraints. These
constraints include the feasibility constraint such stations will not be constructed in such a way that
the distance between any two stations is greater than the vehicles’ range, the profitability constraint
that ensures that the sum of station profits along each route must be non-negative, as well as
technical constraints to ensure demand is satisfied. The feasibility constraint is explained in Appendix B. Briefly, we employ an algorithm, illustrated in Figure 2, to identify all possible combinations of station construction along a particular route and remove combinations that cannot be
traversed given a particular vehicle range. To speed computation we also remove station combinations where stations are fewer than 50 miles apart.
The remaining constraints are explained in detail in Appendix C. The first set of constraints
is necessary in defining the total LNG station cost. The reason why fixed station cost is a variable
and not a parameter is because a single station location actually represents a collection of stations,
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Figure 2: Feasibility Algorithm

which we can assume in real world to be several adjacent stations. This collection of adjacent
stations represented, as a single location in the model must be a variable because it needs to be
able to adapt to the demand at that location. It is formulated this way is because we found that even
at the largest station sizes we provided, the station capacity was still insufficient to satisfy the
demand in later years. This complicates the model’s representation of a single station too because
it needs to be able to represent total costs, total size/capacity, and total flow as if it were multiple
stations stacked on top of each other. In order to do this, we introduce new variables and parameters
specifically for this purpose. (NSjT), represents the number of the largest capacity stations, which
in our case is (CM = 60,000 LNG gallons/day) for conventional station technology (t) or
( BM = 10,000 LNG gallons/day) for modular LNG technology (t*) at location (j). (RCj) represents
the remaining demand that still needs to be satisfied, in excess of the demand already satisfied by
the set of full-capacity stations at location (j), which only applies to conventional stations because
modular LNG is only offered at a single size. Finally, (SFXjT) can be calculated from the previous
two variables along with the station flow.
The first series of constraints (C.1–C.10) define the number of full-capacity stations
(60,000 LNG gallons for conventional and 10,000 LNG gallons for modular LNG) required to meet
the demand of LNG, with constraints (C.1–C2) representing both technologies, (C.3–C.6) representing modular LNG technology (t*) and constraints (C.7–C.10) representing conventional technology (t). The different technologies require separate constraints. They express the mathematical
connection between the number of stations built or needed and the actual LNG flow coming into
a station. Constraints C.3, C.4 and C.7, C.8 together acts like an upper bound for the number of
stations that can be built.
The next three constraints (C.11–C.13) apply only to the conventional station technology
(t). Due to the fact that conventional technology is offered at multiple sizes (s), station sizing is
more flexible which also requires more constraints to capture this flexibility. Previously, we discussed how the model decides the number of full-capacity stations (NSjT) , but for example, if there
is some leftover volume that might not require building another full capacity 60,000 LNG gallon/
day station, the model may choose to build smaller sizes, that is multiple standard stations (15,000
LNG gallons/day) not exceeding 60,000 LNG gallons/day. The purpose of these constraints is to
define first the remaining capacity (RCj) at station (j) and then define the number of remaining
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stations (RNj) required, with each additional station size equaling 15,000 LNG gallon/day of additional storage.
Constraints C.14–C.16 require that the total station fixed cost at a site must be greater than
the annual individual station fixed cost times the number of stations at the site. Constraints C.17
and C.18 are technology and size configurations constraints that require that at most one technology
may be chosen per site and at most one LNG plant size may be chosen per site at time of construction. Constraints C.19–C.21 are facility capacity constraints for plant and supply field. Constraints
C.22–C.24 require that the quantity of fuel dispensed at each site must not exceed demand. Constraints C.25–C.28 require that if a station combination is selected to activate a route, all stations
belonging to the station combination must be constructed. Constraints C.29 to C.32 are intertemporal relationships that require stations constructed in previous years to remain built in later years
and that flows in later years must be greater than or equal to flows in previous years. Lastly,
Constraints C.33 and C.34 require that all decision variables be either one or zero and that all flow
quantities and facility counts be non-negative.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To date, despite the strongest market for commercial truck sales in almost a decade and a
historic gap between low natural gas prices and high oil prices, America’s natural gas highway is
struggling to take hold (Tita, 2014). Our analysis confirms this trend and finds that only certain
regional markets have sufficient traffic density in combination with higher diesel prices compared
to the U.S. national average to give investors a sufficient return on capital to incentivize station
construction without government intervention.
Our analysis shows that despite the fuel cost advantages that might result from some limited
regional natural gas transportation network buildouts, the development of a U.S. national natural
gas transportation network will be encumbered by high initial investment costs for new cross
country infrastructure relative to the fully discounted, incumbent oil-based network. Rather, we find
that a concentrated regional focus in key markets for early investment is the least-cost strategy to
initiate the development of natural gas transportation networks in the United States.
We find that the level of profitability of natural gas fueling infrastructure is more highly
correlated with access to a high volume of traffic flows of freight movements than with the locus
of surplus supplies of natural gas. Thus, initiatives to introduce natural gas freight fueling businesses
in regions with stranded or inexpensive gas resources (natural gas supplies that lack sufficient
demand to be commercialized) run a greater risk of failure than efforts to introduce natural gas
fueling infrastructure along major freight routes in California, the Great Lakes region and the U.S.
Mid-Atlantic.
Figure 3 shows the concentration of trucking traffic on U.S. interstates with thickness of
line representing those routes with the heaviest truck traffic flows as per the U.S. Department of
Transportation Freight Analysis Framework. As the figure shows, the West Coast and the Great
Lakes region are among the heaviest flows in the United States and therefore may have the highest
potential for a new fuel.
Our regional analysis, under 0.2 percent initial market penetration of LNG line-haul, shown
in Figure 4, shows that California and the U.S. Great Lakes/Northeast regions, which have a relatively high level of truck traffic, have the greatest commercial potential at present and could play
a key role in the network development. In the case of LNG heavy-duty trucking networks, California, which has a concentrated highway routing for long-haul trucking delivering goods from
ports, is uniquely positioned to launch a profitable natural gas network. The costs to provide dedCopyright 䉷 2017 by the IAEE. All rights reserved.
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Figure 3: Concentration of Truck Traffic

Figure 4: LNG station build out results under 0.2%, No Subsidy, Year 2030
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Figure 5: Dynamic LNG station build out results under 0.2%

icated coverage for LNG across California are estimated to be less than $100 million. The Great
Lakes and mid-Atlantic areas are also well-positioned to incubate a natural gas transportation network.
Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of stations over time under a market with a penetration rate of 0.2 percent, roughly double today’s penetration rate. Under no subsidy case, initial
station development in 2012 looks relatively familiar to the subsidy scenarios with development
localized to mainly to California. By 2030, the model seeds development in a new hotspot region
in the Mid-West and Mid-Atlantic. Not surprisingly, profitable station build-out patterns favor the
regions with higher traffic volumes which characterizes locations like California, Wisconsin, Illinois, Kansas City, Nashville, Cincinnati, New York, and Boston areas as well as areas with higher
diesel prices like California, Illinois, and New York. Conventional technology is highly favored
over modular LNG early on. This is mainly due to the high upfront cost of the modular LNG
technology.
Figure 5 also suggests some very interesting station technology implications. We have
already seen that at higher fuel delivery volumes, modular LNG has the potential to save the station
operator on transportation costs because at higher volumes of demand, trucking fuel from LNG
liquefaction plants becomes increasingly expensive. As the national network grows and as technology costs drop, modular LNG also becomes an important technology for connecting remote
regions in the U.S. Mid-Continent (Heartland & Mountain regions) with coverage gaps to the larger
network of stations since traffic volumes are generally lower and therefore unsuitable for larger
liquefaction infrastructure systems. Although conventional technology still dominates the network,
modular LNG is notably more widespread in the subsidy scenario, suggesting that the higher cost
of that technology is a barrier and lowering its costs with a subsidy would support its deployment.
These scenarios show that policy choices could influence the competition between LNG station
technologies.
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Figure 6: Dynamic LNG station price difference per diesel gallon equivalent (DGE) under
0.2% market penetration

Figure 6 shows a combination of potentially profitable stations in white circles and lightgrey triangle and shows unprofitable stations in dark grey squares. Assuming a 0.2 percent market
penetration and under no subsidy base case, the map illustrates many competitive station price
differentials greater than a dollar per dge exist in California and Midwest. Interestingly, high volume
routes in Texas and Florida lag behind other regions as early adopters. In the case of Texas, low
diesel prices may be a contributing factor for slow network growth. Florida lacks a high volume
route into the state, despite a large flow of traffic exiting from its ports. If the U.S. could somehow
spur LNG truck demand to double, a significant portion of truck routes could potentially be covered
by 2030 without the help of a subsidy. However, a competitive national network of LNG stations
(white circle) is unlikely to spawn without the help of subsidies or higher diesel prices.
Figure 7 provides a good illustration of the hub and spoke like evolution of the LNG
network, which begins in California and eventually expands into the Mid-West and the East Coast.
By 2030, the network of truck routes in the no subsidy scenario augments to the point where West
almost meets East. In the subsidy case, the networks connect by 2030. It is evident that the evolution
of the network is very similar in both scenarios; the only difference is the specific timing of when
certain routes are selected for deployment.
To test the sensitivity of the profitability of a national network to the number of trucks on
the road, we analyze a scenario where double the current number of trucks would be operating with
LNG fuel. We compare our modeling results against four case study scenarios: 1) a 50% subsidy
to station costs (or the equivalent of a 50% cost breakthrough) under a 0.1 percent penetration rate;
2) a 50% subsidy to station costs (or the equivalent of a 50% cost breakthrough) under a 0.2 percent
penetration rate; 3) no subsidy under a 0.1 percent penetration rate; 4) no subsidy under a 0.2
percent penetration rate. Table 1 summarizes our results.
We find the initial number of natural gas vehicles on the road at the start of infrastructure
investment has a dramatic impact on the development of the natural gas refueling network. For
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Figure 7: Trucking route deployment by scenario across the modeling horizon under 0.2%
market penetration

Table 1: Summary of Sensitivity Analysis Results
0.1% Initial Penetration Rate

Summary

0.2% Initial Penetration Rate

Route
Route
Completion Completion
2015
2030

Summary

Route
Route
Completion Completion
2015
2030

No
Network only builds in
Subsidy
California.

0%

2%

Network begins in
California and extends
Eastward. Northeast
and Great Lakes
regions begin
construction in 2025.

3%

55%

50%
Network begins in
Subsidy
California and extends
eastward.

2%

6%

Network begins
construction in
California, Arizona
and Nevada.
Construction in the
Great Lakes begins in
2015.

28%

76%

instance, in the no subsidy scenario, a doubling of the number of natural gas long-haul truck in
operation at the outset of the model (0.2% penetration rate) results in 55% of the interstate highway
network being refuel-able with natural gas by 2030. This compares to the no subsidy scenario with
a penetration rate of 0.1% which yields only 2% network coverage by 2030. Again, with penetration
rate of 0.1%, the total network coverage by 2030 reaches only 6% even under a 50% station capital
subsidy or the high-diesel price scenario. However, with a 0.2% penetration rate, the network
coverage by 2030 climbs to 76% under the 50% subsidy scenario.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY
The deeply entrenched incumbency of oil-based fuels and their well-established infrastructure distribution provide a formidable barrier to the transition to alternative fuels. Even for a fuel
such as LNG, which enjoyed a deep cost discount to diesel from 2011 to 2013, establishing a
competitive fueling network will be challenging. Moving LNG into the long-haul trucking fleet
could prove the most pliable of the options for fuel-switching based on commercial factors. That
is because the turnover rate for Class 8 vehicles is fairly rapid compared to other kinds of vehicle
stocks (three years, for example, compared to 10 to 14 years for light-duty vehicles) and vehicle
ownership tends to be concentrated in large corporate fleets whose vehicles have high miles utilization per year and who can scale up more quickly than individual vehicle owners to shift vehicle
technologies. Our analysis also suggests that efforts to focus preliminary alternative fuels development on high volume, heavily trafficked roadways first would ensure the highest likelihood of
success. We find that the level of profitability of alternative fueling infrastructure, in the case of
natural gas, is more highly correlated with access to a high volume of traffic flows of freight
movements than with the locus of surplus fuel feedstock supplies. This is in contrast to studies on
biofuels where high costs of transport make the location of feedstock more directly relevant to the
economics of development.
Large fleet owners will not be willing to make investments in alternative fuel vehicles
unless they are assured of dedicated fueling station availability for their entire travel route. Thus,
our scenario analysis suggests that the best way to promote an alternative fuel, such as LNG, into
the heavy-duty trucking sector would be to focus initially on the highest volume freight routes such
as California and the upper Midwest and then eventually commercial factors will encourage investment to branch out to other hotspot regions such as the Mid-Atlantic.
Conceptually, focusing on a handful of large fleets that could commit to substantial purchases of LNG trucks in a particular regional market makes commercial sense and is consistent
with the current commercial climate. For example, UPS ordered about 700 natural gas tractors in
2013 alone, showing the viability of getting adoption of the additional trucks via a fleets purchasing
model.
Our analysis would support new efforts by the state of California and the U.S. Federal
government to explore sustainable freight policies that might enable alternative fuels. Our findings
suggest that previous work on hydrogen that projects a cluster based strategy for fueling station
infrastructure could also work for national level freight corridors, if coordinated with the freight
industry, which is increasingly operating on a hub and spoke paradigm.
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APPENDIX A: TRUCK DEMAND MODEL
The trucking demand model outputs the percent of truck miles traveled that are economic
to fuel with LNG (the penetration rate) as a function of the price gap between LNG and diesel fuel.
To calculate the volume of trucks converting to LNG, the truck fleet turnover uses historical
data on the distribution of the truck fleet by model year in 2012, the survival of trucks as they age
and a sales-to-scrap ratio to grow the fleet over time.
For each year, a set percentage of trucks of a given age are scrapped based on historical
survival rate of trucks. Historically 50% of trucks are scrapped by the time they are 16 years old
and very few trucks survive to age 30.14 The fleet grows if the sales/scrap ratio is greater than one.
For 2012–2020 the ratio is assumed to be 1.1 and for 2021–2030 it is assumed to be 1.2 (Sharpe,
2013). These assumptions increase the size of the truck fleet from 3.2 million in 2012 to 3.8 million
trucks in 2030.
Older trucks stay in operation but they shift to lower mileage applications so their contribution to the energy demand (% of truck miles traveled) is less than their population suggests. To
capture the distribution of truck miles by age and use, we use the Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey
from 2002. The 2002 data is the most recently available data available to assess truck miles between
trucks of different classifications.
We are able to use our calculation of the distribution of use to determine the percent of
truck miles traveled by trucks in each age group, which can then be applied in the fleet turn over
model to determine the fraction of truck miles that are traveled by trucks in each model year. This
allows us to track the influence of new trucks over time on the potential LNG market share.
The decision to purchase LNG trucks instead of diesel trucks is represented in the model
by a discounted 3-year payback rule. If LNG trucks offer a 3-year or less payback then the LNG
truck is purchased; otherwise if the payback is longer than 3 years or non-existant, a diesel truck
is purchased. This decision is based on the overall pattern of the purchasing decision for new
vehicles in the heavy duty sector where initial owners tend to hold vehicles for three to four years
before reselling. The payback is sensitive to the cost of the LNG truck, annual mileage of the truck,
the relative fuel economy, and the maintenance costs differential reported in Table A.1. We do not
specify the maintenance costs or secondary market resale value of the vehicle, which is among the
commercial factors in fleet decision-making to invest in LNG trucks. While we acknowledge that
these factors are a constraint in the early stages of a new network, we assume that these factors
would sort themselves out as the LNG network takes hold, if the payback for a shift to LNG were
sufficiently attractive. The model finds the price gap between diesel and LNG that makes LNG the
better deal so while diesel price is important it is not a parameter in the model. The broad distribution

14. Emissions Factor (EMFAC) 2007 model
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of annual travel for new trucks found in the VIUS 2002 data leads to a demand curve for LNG
trucks holding all other parameters constant shown in Figure A.1. At small price gaps only the
truck with the highest travel will find LNG competitive but as the price gap grows, larger percentages of the new truck buyers will find LNG attractive until the single year market is saturated.
Table A.1: Input Data

Incremental LNG truck cost
Incremental O&M cost*
($/mile)
LNG Fuel economy
(miles/DGE)
Diesel Fuel economy
(miles/DGE)
Required rate of return

Industry dataa

Burke OEM
cost

Burke 1.5X
OEM cost

$35,000
$0.0276

$18,000
$0.0276

$27,000
$0.0276

5.1

5

5

6

6.3

6.3

0.12

0.12

0.12

* assumed to be 30% higher for LNG
a
Data from Westport corporate analysis division, ITS engine models

Figure A.1: LNG Price Discount versus LNG Truck VMT Share

The market for new heavy-duty trucks in the coming years will be substantial. Between
2014 and 2025 roughly 2.7 million new trucks will be purchased or 76% of the total fleet in 2025,
creating a ready market for natural gas vehicles, if commercial incentives are evident. While the
average truck travels 80,000 miles a year and remains in service for roughly 16 years, we analyze
the movements for the largest trucks that travel more extensively than this 80,000 miles per year
average and thereby would have the greatest payback for a shift to natural gas.
Figure A.2 below shows the percentage of total truck miles travelled by different populations of trucks. We are most interested in trucks that will travel more than 125,000 miles a year
because these would have the shortest payback period for a shift to natural gas fuel. As the figures
show there are a limited number of trucks that travel over 175,000 miles per year and these are
predominantly trucks less than 3 years in age. The average age is low because typically, large fleets,
which represent a significant share of the heavy duty market, replace their vehicles about every
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three years. Looking by age, data shows that new trucks (one year old) travelling around 125,000
miles per year are responsible for around 1.75% of all truck miles. Trucks travelling between
100,000 and 110,000 miles per year are responsible for just over 10% of the all truck miles in the
United States.
Figure A.2: Truck VMT Distribution by Age of Vehicle

The current distribution of the truck fleet by model year is displayed in Figure A.3. The
starting distribution of truck ages is not uniform due to a number of factors including air quality
regulations and economic cycles. For instance, the 2005 and 2006 model years are disproportional
large due to impending air quality regulations on MY2007 trucks. The economic downturn depressed sales in 2009. Model years 2011 and 2012 represent a rebound in the market as the economic
recovered and the deferred purchases were finally made. This distribution of truck ages informs the
number of new truck purchases that will be made in any given year that could potentially shift to
natural gas vehicles.
Figure A.3: Distribution of 2012 Truck Fleet by Model Year
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The following figure, Figure A.4, shows the percentage of truck fleet survival by number
of years of service. Retirement is derived for a given year by calculating the loss of trucks in the
next year and dividing by the trucks remaining in that year.
Figure A.4: Truck Survival Rate by Age

The model of course is a simplified version of real world demand to switch to LNG fuel
based solely on the economic potential of LNG demand and therefore represents the maximum
possible demand among truck operators. In reality, other considerations can weigh large, such as
availability of trained mechanics, expected performance and vehicle failure rates, risk assessment
to future prices etc. The simulation at this stage provides for no dampening functions on the uptake
of LNG to account for experience with LNG (training maintenance staff, expected failure rates,
etc.), the availability of truck models/engine sizes or other factors beyond incremental capital,
incremental O&M and fuel savings.
APPENDIX B: FEASIBLE STATION COMBINATIONS
We create a flow-based algorithm similar to the one created by Kuby and Lim (2005) that
will generate all feasible combinations of refueling stations able to refuel a specific origin-destination truck route. Figure B.1 below is taken from (Kuby and Lim, 2005) illustrates a simple
network example with links and nodes and will be used to explain the objective. The numbers
represent distance in arbitrary units. Take for example, there is a truck at origin O and it is trying
to travel to destination D. The two nodes A and B represent existing potential refueling stations.
Since we assumed that trucks could be refueled at their origin and destination, we have simplified
the problem to ignore the round-trip. Thus, there are only three unique sets of station combinations
that can be built and they are {A}, {B}, or both {A, B}. But can all of these potential station
combinations refuel the given route? This depends on the vehicle range, which we assume to be
roughly 300–400 miles based on current LNG vehicle technology. If the vehicle range is greater
than 500 miles, any location can refuel the trip or rather no station is even required, assuming
stations at both origin and destination already exists. If we set vehicle range anywhere between 300
and 500 miles, trucks would require at least one station and that one station must be placed at node
B because A would not provide sufficient range for the rest of the trip. However, both A and B is
also an option if say there is another O-D route that intersects at node A. Finally, if the vehicle
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range is less than 300 miles, then no single node can refuel the trip if locations are restricted to
those nodes.
A number of relevant extensions to the original FCLM exist but perhaps, the most relevant
extension for siting potential LNG stations for heavy-duty vehicles has to do with the distance
between stations because LNG trucks are range limited. Given that LNG fuel contains roughly 60%
of the energy density of diesel fuel and storage of LNG is very expensive, more strategic planning
must be conducted to locate refueling stations. Kuby and Lim (2005) extended the original flowcapturing model to take into account vehicle range. Instead of a single station being able to satisfy
flow, they considered a flow to be captured or refueled only if an adequate combination of station(s)
were allocated appropriately in order to refuel the vehicle along the path.
The task of optimally selecting a combination of stations is another problem in itself
because there could be any number of possible station combinations or infinite that could refuel
any given route. Kuby and Lim (2005) developed an algorithm, which could enumerate all possible
vertex node combinations along a line segment and return only those feasible node sets, which were
capable of refueling the vehicle’s range on a hypothetical network. Since the previous method led
to sub-optimality, Kuby and Lim (2007) further developed an algorithm that would identify possible
candidate nodes on arcs, in between vertices. While these methods are suitable for siting an entirely
new facility concept where there is no equivalent existing infrastructure, they are not necessary for
siting alternative fueling stations because using existing infrastructure is easier and perhaps more
relevant in the near term at least.
Flow-based approaches have been applied to solve various problems in transportation.
Wang and Lin (2009) developed a flow-based set-covering model for locating refueling stations
using a mixed integer programming method based on vehicle-routing logistics. Their work presents
a case study for intercity highways in Taiwan that minimizes the total costs of locating refueling
stations while ensuring that every vehicle has sufficient fuel to complete all origin-destination routes,
parameterized by vehicle range. However, this article has a number of less realistic simplifications
including equal weight on passing flows and the specific model formulation limits it to solving
moderately sized problems. Kuby et al. (2009) applied their FCLM to optimizing the locations of
hydrogen stations in Florida using real world traffic and demographic data. They proposed a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model that selects refueling stations, which maximize the number of trips (or vehicle miles traveled) on the transportation network, parameterized by vehicle
range and number of stations that must be built. Although the authors present a convincing analysis
of optimal facility location and real-world refueling station rollout, such analysis would be incomplete if they didn’t account for system fixed capital costs and variable costs.
All above-mentioned flow-based models have been classified by Agnolucci and MacDowall (2013) as “local scale” models, which determine optimal locations of refueling stations in
a relatively small geographical space. These models are likely unsuitable to solve real-life, largescale problems because they share common characteristics namely, a single period planning horizon,
a single facility type, size, and cost, a single product, and a single location-allocation decision.
Although they are clearly insufficient to cope with many realistic scenarios, they provide an important backbone for many of the problems we are interested in solving. Therefore, literature suggests that many practical applications from supply chain management (SCM) can be incorporated
into and used to extend the basic facility location model framework.
Supply chain management (SCM) is the practical addition to the FCLM because in addition
to generic facility location setup, it considers many real world applications such as procurement,
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production, inventory, distribution, and routing (Melo et al., 2009). With a purpose of solving
regional scale problems, SCM is the process of planning the operations of the supply chain in an
efficient manner in an attempt to achieve some objective such as minimizing system costs or maximizing total system profits (Simchi-Levi et al., 2003). In addition to answering questions of where,
it answers questions of the number, capacity, size, technology, flow, and cost of all facilities belonging to the logistics network. Therefore, supply chain modeling with economic cost and spatial
analysis has been a popular method for evaluating new vehicle technology rollout from a systems
point of view.
Hugo et al. (2005) presented a generic model for optimal long-term planning and design
of future hydrogen supply chains. They utilized a mixed integer optimization program to provide
optimal integrated investment strategies across a wide range of supply chain decision-making stages.
Although the study was comprehensive in its analysis of the supply chain, it was only applied to a
small geographic region case study. Moreover, demand for hydrogen is uniformly represented across
the geographic region and the long-term demand trajectory is assumed to follow the popular sshaped curve, which has been used to represent the diffusion patterns of new energy technology
rollouts including vehicles (Nakićenović, 1987). Almansoori and Shah (2009) proposed a more
detailed multi-period model for optimizing the operation of the future hydrogen supply chain. This
model tries to address the space and time variation of demand during the evolution of the hydrogen
station network over a long-term planning horizon. However, their demand treatment is still limited
because their model setup assumes coarse spatial grid blocks and the familiar s-shaped curve. Konda
et al. (Murthy Konda et al., 2011) presented a similar detailed methodology but applied it to a largescale real case study for the Netherlands. In contrast to previous studies, the authors explicitly
addressed the spatial aspects by utilizing statistical information on geography and demographics to
identify regional demand variation. Still, their treatment of long-term temporal demand is inadequate
given that they only applied a linear growth projection on Dutch passenger car fleet populations in
order to estimated fuel-cell vehicle market share.
An algorithm is implemented and executed in Python programming language to generate
a master list of feasible station combinations for each O-D route after eliminating supersets. This
algorithm will determine whether each combination can refuel the given route and remove ones
from the list if it can’t, assuming a vehicle range. The linear reference tool in ArcGIS is used to
produce mile markers for every station along every route employing the Contiguous USA Equidistant Conic projection to ensure distances are accurately measured. For each route, the algorithm
iterates through all station combinations, moving from one station to the next station in the set to
determine whether that combination is feasible. For this algorithm, we assume that existing LNG
refueling stations are already present at both the origins and destinations so there is no need to
investigate the round trip. We also assume that once a hypothetical truck reaches a station, it is able
to refuel up to the full-specified vehicle range. If the hypothetical truck is not able to reach the next
station in the combination set, it will be eliminated and the algorithm continues with the next station
combination. Once the algorithm is finished, it outputs the recorded set of feasible LNG station
combinations.
The computational burden of this algorithm are immense, especially because it has to
n
generate ∑k = 1 Cnk combinations for each route, where n is the number of stations and k is the
required number of stations to refuel that route. However, this would be inefficient if we just
searched every possible combination, instead we can just use Cnk by first calculating the required
stations needed to refuel a route by simply dividing the total route distance by the vehicle range.
Next, assess whether the number is a whole number, if it is, subtract one, else round down and the
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new number should give the minimum necessary stations to refuel that given route. For example,
if the route distance is 100 miles and the vehicle range is 50 miles, it would require a single station
to refuel it but now if the range was 60 miles, it would still only require one station. Even with this
heuristic, the national model could produce upwards of 100,000 different route combinations, which
would be too cumbersome for the optimization model to solve in reasonable time. In effort to reduce
the number of combinations even more, the following simplifying heuristics are introduced. The
basic premise is to again reduce the station redundancy because if a truck stops at one station, it
would not be so necessary for the truck to stop again 50 miles down the road again, especially if
the goal of the LNG industry is to try to expand network coverage.
Figure B.1: Flow Based Model Illustration

From the list of all feasible station combinations, they must adhere to the guiding assumptions for generating a valid combination for the model. These assumptions were verified by
industry experts in major oil companies, commercial refueling station operators, and energy corporations heavily investing in LNG. Most of these assumptions have already been implicitly mentioned but for explicit understanding, they are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Trucks travel from a single origin to a single destination without route deviation.
Trucks will travel on their shortest path with respect to shortest time.
Truck refueling stations must be located less than a mile from a truck’s shortest route.
Trucks begin at their origin with a full tank of fuel and can refuel at their destination,
thereby guaranteeing a round trip.
(5) Both Origin and Destination (Cities) already have built, existing LNG refueling stations.
(6) Origin (i) Destination (j) pairs cannot be circular tours; they must start at point A and
end at point B.
Origin Destination distance matrices are assumed to be symmetrical meaning that ordered
pairs i, j and j, i are identical and thus can be treated as an unordered pair.
APPENDIX C: OPTIMIZATION CONSTRAINTS
Constraints C.1 and C.2 apply to new stations (nj) only because they can be of both
technologies. Constraint C.1 states that the total number of full capacity stations (∑ NSjT) and
standard capacity stations must be greater than or equal to the binary build variable (∑ XjT ) at that
station for all new stations (nj ). This ensures that if a station of any technology is built, there must
be at least one type of station there. Constraint C.2 states that the total number of full capacity
stations (∑ NSjT) must be less than the total flow (∑i fij + ∑l flj) for all new stations (nj). This
constraint ensures that if either technology flows are zero, then there must be no station present.
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Constraints C.3 and C.7 state that the number of full capacity stations by respective technologies (NSjt*/NSjt) must be less than or equal to the sum of all respective LNG flow entering the
station (∑ fij /∑l flj), iterating over each station. Constraints C.4 and C.8 state that the number of
i

full capacity stations by respective technologies (NSjt*/NSjt ) must be less than or equal to some
large number (M), multiplied by the binary decision variable to build each respective station technology ( Xjt*/Xjt), iterated over each station. These constraints are important because if either flow
or build decisions are zero, then the number of stations must be zero too. Constraint C.5, C.6 and
C.9, C.10 do the opposite of C.3, C.4 and C.7, C.8 because they act like a lower bound for the
number of stations. Constraints C.5 and C.9 state that the number of full capacity stations by
respective technologies (NSjt*/NSjt ) and remaining stations (RNj ) (in case of conventional technology) must be greater than or equal to zero if the respective station technology is built ( Xjt*/Xjt),
iterated over each station.
Finally, constraints C.4 and C.8 are the most important in the set because they actually
define the number of full-capacity stations by respective technologies (NSjt*/NSjt ) that are required
to satisfy the station’s demand flow, whereas the previous constraints were more like logical constraints. It does this by stating that number of full capacity stations must be greater than or equal
to the total respective flow (∑i fij /∑i fij) divided by full respective station technology capacity
( BM/CM) as a function of technology type for each station. Since (NSjt*/NSjt) is required to be
integer, this expression should automatically round up to add another station.

∑TNSjT + RNj ≥ ∑TXjT
∑NSjT ≤ ∑i fij + ∑l flj

∀ nj
∀ nj

(C.1)
(C.2)

NSjt* ≤ ∑i fij ∀ nj

(C.3)

NSjt* ≤ M ⋅ Xjt* ∀ nj

(C.4)

NSjt* ≥ Xjt* ∀ nj

(C.5)

NSjt* ≥

∑i fij
BM

∀ nj

(C.6)

NSjt ≤ ∑l flj ∀ j

(C.7)

NSjt ≤ M ⋅ Xjt ∀ j

(C.8)

NSjt + RNj ≥ Xjt ∀ j

(C.9)

∑i fij – 1

(C.10)

NSjt ≥

CM

∀ j

Constraint C.11 defines the remaining station capacity (RCj ) to be greater or equal to the
sum of all conventional flows (∑l flj) going into the station minus the capacity (NSjt ) already taken
care of by the full-capacity stations, iterated for every conventional station (j ∈t ). Constraint C.12
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is a capacity constraint on the remaining capacity (RCj ), which states that it cannot surpass the
maximum capacity (CM) of a single full capacity built conventional station (Xjt ), iterated for all
conventional stations (j ∈t). This means that if build decision is zero, then the remaining capacity
will be zero as well. Finally, constraint C.13 is important because it defines the remaining number
of stations (RNj) to be greater than or equal to the remaining capacity (RCj ) divided by the capacity
of a single standard station (I = 15,000 LNG gallons/day), which is the size that stations can be
upgraded, iterated for all conventional stations ( j ∈t).
RCj ≥ ∑l flj – NSjt ⋅ CM ∀ j ∈t

(C.11)

RCj ≤ CM ⋅ Xjt ∀ j ∈t

(C.12)

RNj ≥

RCj
∀ j ∈t
I

(C.13)

These first 13 constraints were really sub-constraints that lead up to the definition of the
total station fixed cost, (SFXjT) which we define next. Constraint C.14 applies only to modular
LNG stations (j ∈t*) and it states that the total station fixed cost must be greater than or equal to
the number of modular LNG stations (NSjt*) multiplied by the annualized (CRF) station cost
(SFt*) (including pipeline connection cost (PCCj) if necessary) which is then multiplied by the
technology-learning rate (STR) and subsidy rate (Z), and lastly, plus the fixed operational/maintenance cost (SFOMt*). Constraints C.15 and C.16 both define the total station fixed cost for conventional stations (j ∈t). The costs in constraint C.15 can be broken down to three parts: 1) cost of
storage for full-capacity stations at 60,000 LNG gallons/day, (NSjt ⋅ LI ⋅ CRF) , 2) cost of storage for
remaining station capacity at 15,000 LNG gallons/day, (RNj ⋅ SI ⋅ CRF) , and 3) cost of basic station
components, (Xjt ⋅ B ⋅ CRF) (everything excluding storage). Each cost component is multiplied
against each respective binary decision variable and then the sum of all costs is multiplied by
technology learning rate (STR ) and station subsidy rate (Z) . All constraints should be iterated over
all stations based on technology. Constraint C.16 is a special constraint in the case of already existing
conventional stations (EXT) or (FAF)/city stations (ej ∈t ). In this case, we assume that some percentage (E) of the original standard station fixed cost (B + SI ) has already been financed and it is
applied towards the total annualized (CRF ) station cost (SFXjt ), iterated over all existing conventional stations.
SFXjt* ≥ NSjt* ⋅ ((SFt* + PCCj) ⋅ CRF ⋅ (1 – STRYear – 2012 ) ⋅ (1 – Z) + SFOMt*)

(C.14)

∀ j ∈t*
SFXjt ≥ ((NSjt ⋅ LI ⋅ CRF) + (RNj ⋅ SI ⋅ CRF) + (Xjt ⋅ B ⋅ CRF)) ⋅ (1 – STRYear – 2012 )

(C.15)

⋅ (1 – Z) ∀ j ∈t
SFXjt ≥ SFXjt – (B + SI) ⋅ E ⋅ CRF ∀ ej ∈t

(C.16)

The next set of constraints is characterized as single station configuration constraints. This
applies to both liquefaction plants and LNG stations. Constraint C.17 states that the binary station
build variable, (XjT) summed over both station technologies (T) must be less than or equal to one,
iterated over new station (nj) locations because we assume for simplicity that it is invalid to have
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two technologies at one station. Similarly, constraint C.18 states that the plant binary build variable,
(Yls) summed over all plant sizes (s) must be less than or equal to one, iterated for every plant
location (l), for the same reason as previously.

∑TXjT ≤ 1

∀ nj

(C.17)

∑sYls ≤ 1

∀ l

(C.18)

Constraints C.19–C.21 represent facility capacity constraints for plant and supply locations. Constraint C.19 states that for each plant location l, all natural gas volumes by pipeline
(∑i fil) being distributed to the plant must be less than or equal to the build plant’s (Yls) capacity
( Mls) for a given size (s). Constraint C.20 states that for each supply location i, all natural gas by
pipeline (∑j fij + ∑l fil) leaving the supply hub (i) must be less than or equal to the supply ( Si)
available. Notice that there is no equivalent capacity constraint for LNG stations and the reason is
because this constraint is already implicitly stated within the previous series of constraints in the
number of stations and station capacities. As previously mentioned, truck and pipeline capacity is
assumed negligible as a constraint in the model because the industry sees no immediate concern
for lack of truck or pipeline capacity given current LNG demand forecasts. Constraint C.21 represents the conservation of flow between natural gas flow entering (∑i fil ) a plant location and LNG
leaving (∑j flj) the plant, for each plant (l).

∑i fil ≤ ∑sYls ⋅ Mls

∀ l

∑j fij + ∑l fil ≤ Si
∑i fil = ∑j flj

(C.19)

∀ i

(C.20)

∀ l

(C.21)

The next set of constraints (C.22–C.24) is important because they are the reason why
demand is satisfied. Constraint C.22 states that flow received by pipeline (∑i fij ) for each new
modular LNG station (nj ∈t* ) must be less than or equal to the sum over for all built modular LNG
stations’ (Xjt*) demand (Djr) multiplied by (FYear) for the list of routes (rj) that intersect station
( nj ∈t*). ( FYear) is a special parameter that inflates annual truck demand in order to anticipate for
future expansion as would happen in the real world. Constraint C.23 is similar except it applies to
all conventional stations. Finally, constraint C.24 states that all flows (∑i fij + ∑l flj) going into
either station technologies must be less than or equal to that total demand (Djr ) for routes that are
built ( Rr) within the list of routes ( rj) for all stations (j).

∑i fij ≤ ∑r (Xjt* ⋅ FYear ⋅ Djr)
j

∑l flj ≤ ∑r (Xjt ⋅ FYear ⋅ Djr)
j

∀ nj ∈t*
∀ j ∈t

∑i fij + ∑l flj ≤ ∑r (Rr ⋅ FYear ⋅ Djr)
j

(C.22)
(C.23)

∀ j

(C.24)

Constraints C.25, C.26, C.27 collectively represent the flow-based sub-model. Constraint
C.25 pertains to truck routes (r ∈yr), which require at least one new station in order to make it
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refuelable, and it states that there must be at least one station combination (h), which makes ( Vh)
equal to 1, that belongs to route (r) that can successfully refill O-D route (Wr). Constraint C.26
pertains to trucks routes (r ∈nr ), which don’t require a new station, and it states that all EXT/FAF
conventional stations ej that belong to the route must be greater than or equal to the binary route
build decision (Wr). Basically if a particular route is selected, then every EXT and FAF station on
the route must be built. Constraint C.27 states that for a given route (r ∈yr ) that needs a station, if
a station combination (Vh ) is open, then every new station (nj ∈jrh ) within the combination (h) and
route (r) must be built/open (∑T XjT), in order for (vh) to equal 1; it is zero otherwise. Constraint
C.28 is the same as the previous, except it is for existing EXT/FAF conventional stations that need
to be built ( Xjt) if the station combination ( Vh) is open.

∑h vh ≥ Wr

∀ r ∈yr⎪ h ∈hr

(C.25)

Xjt ≥ Wr ∀ r ∈nr⎪ej

(C.26)

∑TXjT ≥ Vh

(C.27)

∀ r ∈yr; ∀ h ∈hr; ∀ nj ∈jrh

Xjt ≥ Vh ∀ r ∈yr; ∀ h ∈hr; ∀ ej ∈jrh

(C.28)

Then, finally, we have a set of constraints to make a connection between results from one
year to the next year. Constraint C.29, C.30, and C.31 state that all routes (∑r* Wr ), LNG liquefaction
plants (∑l*s Yls), and LNG stations (∑j*T XjT) built in the previous year must also be built in all
future years where the superscript (*), represents recorded facilities (r* , l*,j* ) built in the previous
years. To simplify the computation, we relaxed the part of the constraint that forces specific technologies or sizes to be built. Constraint C.32 states that the sum of all new flows (∑l fil) to LNG
liquefaction plant in future years must be greater than all previous year’s flows (∑l* fil).

∑r*Wr ≥ 1

∀ r*

(C.29)

∑l*sYls ≥ 1

∀ l*

(C.30)

∑j*TXjT ≥ 1

∀ j*

(C.31)

∑l fil ≥ ∑l* fil

∀ l*

(C.32)

Finally, Constraint C.33 is a binary constraint on the above decision variables meaning
their objective values must be either zero or one. Constraint C.34 collectively constrains all flows
and station counts within the supply chain model to be zero or positive.
Xjt; Yls; Vh; Rr ∈(0,1)

(C.33)

fij, flj, fil, NSjT, RNj – Non.Negativity

(C.34)
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